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Blackmailed by the Boss.

November 4, at 7: Your boss is exactly like your dad. The truth is if you have a marriage problem just ask for
help advise to his wife or just go for marriage conselling Lucie says: June 14, at June 27, at 2: June 30, at 9: It
sounds like you know that it will go nowhere so if you can stop it before it starts that is the best way to handle
it. It will be much harder to stop once start to escalate into a physical relationship. July 16, at 7: I saw all the
warning signs and methods of deception that my boss hired to woo me. And sadly enough all his methods
have been tried and tested on me before and all failed because the intent was obvious and not of my interest.
However, with my boss it has been different. My intial reaction at his gestures was disgust, yet there has
always been an underlying liking, possibly even desire. However, I always kept it professional and respectful.
I had no idea his mind was perveted and limited to the extent of viewing my innocent and genuine liking of
him as an opportunity to satisfy himself. Sadly, the reality today is that I feel hurt, I feel used, exploited and
vulnerable and belittled in dignity. I would not advise anyone to engage in affairs with your bosses unless you
have the courage to risk your job, and accept responsibility for your actions. I thought I loved the man, yet I
was his dummy toy, whom he has used and dumped and deceived like an idoit. Renee, I could really use your
advice and perspective. First, thank you for this site. I should start by telling you I have worked in politics for
10 years. I got wrapped up in an affair with my married boss he was a State elected official I worked for. It
was completely unexpected and unplanned. In fact, his public image leaned towards being a religiously
devoted family man, heavily involved in his church father of two â€” married for about 7 years at the time. I
never imagined such a thing would happen. He was a fairly new state elected official, and I was a new staffer.
The job was demanding, and required long evenings and weekends. We naturally began getting closer as time
went by. I admired him, I looked up to him, and considered him a mentor. He started to treat me like a trusted
adviser. He started depending on me more, giving me more responsibility, relying on me for the toughest jobs.
When he started calling me late at night for advice, or suggesting we work late together â€” I was flattered. I
thought it was reassurance of how hard I had been working. As the first few years progressed, he started
dropping hints about his marriage being a wreck. He talked about how overbearing his wife was, about how
they had rushed into their relationship. Then more serious talk about how they were only staying together until
their children got older, and that their religion looked down on divorce, and he felt trapped. He said she
constantly threatened to take the kids if he pushed the issue. Their public appearances seemed to confirm his
frustrations. She often yelled at him publicly, causing scenes or embarrassing him with bombastic explosions
at public events. She was hot-headed and uncouth, and never hesitated to berate him, his staff, or his
constituents in public. They fought constantly, and both seemed unhappy. I initially took his confiding these
personal issue in me as signs that he was trusting me more, and relying more on my advice. But then I started
to pick up other signals, that he wanted to get closer. Eventually, two years inâ€¦we got involved. He initiated
the encounters. First just an evening or two. But it quickly evolved into a full blown relationship. Our
conversations became personal check ins. Time spent now included not just work, but dates, trips to be
together, gifts. He would somehow make time to see me on every holiday, on birthdays, every
weekendâ€¦which led me to believe that his marriage was indeed over. Otherwise, I rationed, how could he be
spending so much time with me? Our involvement became deliberate and planned. We got very involved. He
even texted me and called me from his home, while seemingly with his wife. About 2 years into our
relationship mind you, 4 years of working together , I tried to pull away. There seemed to be no end game. He
was rising in politics, and though we were spending more time together, tension grew between us. I was
becoming a leader in the community, too. But to my surprise, instead of growing apart, we got closer. He had
me come to his home to show me that he and his wife slept in different rooms. And he invited me to spend
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summers and weekends at his home when his wife was away. He implied that they were almost just
roommates at this point. That they were no longer intimate. That the marriage was finished. I was starting to
get more invested, too. He was the only man I was seeing. Although he was becoming more brazen in some
aspects, I always wondered how much his wife really knew, and what their situation really was. By this point,
he told me he loved me. He became upset if he saw other men paying attention to me, if I spent time with
other male staffers, or when I went on trips with friends. At the time he said it was because he was protective
of me and loved me. He started having double standards. By this point, we had been deeply involved for 5
years. He had now served as a top leadership position in the Legislature. Once he was termed out of Office, he
became a lobbyist, and I went to work for the elected official that replaced him. However, we were still
involved in the relationship. A few insiders knew about us, but no one else. I had served as a local community
official myself by this time, and had now helped other candidates get elected, and was successfully running
another office. But still involved with my former married boss. Seven years into our relationship yes, 7 years
â€¦things were more difficult than ever. We both tried to break it off after he was out of office, but it never
seemed to stick. It finally boiled over last year. Last year, we got into a fight over a weekend, during a high
profile political event for my current boss, who himself was running for higher political office. Our fight took
place mostly through text messages. He happened to be with his wife and kids, and at some point, his wife had
taken his phone and was pretending to be him via text. Furious, she forced him to bring her and the kids to the
event I was at, where she physically attacked me. In broad daylight, with her husband and kids by her side,
and many others around â€” she physically struck me several times. She demanded I tell her what was going
on between them. She continued to strike me. As she was dragged away, she vowed that she would not stop
coming after me until I lost my job. He stood by silently, as his kids cried. Instead of taking responsibility and
admitting his role in, and the depth of the relationship to his wife â€” he lied to her about everything.
Shockingly, he went along with that story, and backed her up publicly. He turned on me in the blink of an eye
Renee. Completely denied any relationship. I was pressured by several political insiders to stay silent, even as
dozens of people saw me with a black eye. And she had personally forced her husband to stand by her side as
she approached 40 â€” 50 local community leaders and elected officials. She told them all that she slapped me
around because I was trying to throw myself at her husband, that I was crazy, blackmailing him, stalking him,
and that I was a whore who had tried for years to push myself onto him. And he backed up her story publicly.
They even started telling people that I was sleeping with my current boss in an attempt to change the narrative
of the story, and to discredit me further.
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Chapter 2 : How to Thank Your Boss in a Farewell | Career Trend
This 5, word story contains content intended for mature audiences only, including a secretary-boss relationship,
blackmail, oral sex and explicit description of sexual acts. Sophia has slaved away at her law firm for four years as a
secretary, fed up with the lack of promotion opportunities and her law degree going to waste.

The synopsis below may give away important plot points. Synopsis Nick Hendricks Jason Bateman narrates
about how he has been tied down to his job for months working from 6: He hurries to his job one morning at a
wealthy financial firm in order to make it in time at 6: Above the elevator door is a large electronic clock
which reads 6: Nick makes it to his floor, runs to his cubicle and immediately gets to work. Two hours later
his phone rings; his boss, Dave Harken Kevin Spacey wants to talk with him. Nick apologizes and he is soon
offered to share a drink with Harken. Nick reluctantly accepts due to the hour and is shocked to see Harken fill
only one glass with scotch, almost to the brim. He forces Nick to drink it all by himself. Nick coughs and
sputters as he downs the drink, but does it anyway for the promotion. At work Dale repels constant sexual
harassment by his man-eating dentist boss Dr. Julia Harris Jennifer Aniston. She toys with Dale; tells him to
have sex with her at all times of the day, and fondles her unconscious male dental patients. Elsewhere, Kurt
Buckman Jason Sudeikis loves his job. He is the acting second-in-command at Pellitt Chemicals, owned by
the warm and generous Jack Pellitt Donald Sutherland. Bobby frequents the company bathroom, where he
snorts cocaine, and shows genuine disgust for his co-workers, especially Kurt. Jack and Kurt walk out to the
parking lot, where Jack says that he hopes for Kurt to manage the company once he retires. Jack jumps into his
car and suffers an immediate heart attack, killing him. That evening all three friends meet at a local bar where
they trade horror stories about their bosses. Nick says he would quit, but his promotion is in the bag. Dale
wishes he could find a new dentist to work for but explains that finding a job is difficult because he is a
wrongfully labelled sex offender after taking a drunken leak on a vacant playground next to a bar one night,
and getting busted by the cops for indecent exposure. Nick suggests that they all look for new jobs when their
childhood, and most likely to succeed, classmate Kenny Sommerfeld PJ Byrne wanders into the bar and
explains how tough life was after losing millions while working for Lehman Brothers. The three realize that
the possibility of finding new work is slim and commit to keeping their jobs. The next morning Nick heads
into work and is caught off guard by an emergency staff meeting. Nick has a feeling that the purpose of the
meeting is to announce his promotion to company Vice President. It would mean more money, better hours,
and more respect from Harken. Nick daydreams of throwing Harken out a window, but only ends up begging
Harken for an explanation as to why he led Nick along for so many years. In short, Harken would blackball
Nick from the industry if he decided to quit. Bobby teases Kurt and reveals his intentions for the company: He
tells Kurt to fire all the fat and disabled people starting with the obviously pregnant "Large Marge". She locks
the door behind him and Dale is surprised to find that she is practically naked, save for a pair of panties and a
lab-coat. She implores that Dale have sex with her and berates him with offensive names. Dale ignores her
come-ons and explains that he has a fiance and that he would never betray her trust. Dale threatens to quit,
until Julia brings up that he is a sex offender and nobody else would ever hire him. That evening the three
meet again. Kurt and Nick joke about their desire to kill their bosses while Dale, who is disgusted with Julia,
would never consider murdering her. Dale storms out, while the other two re-enforce that the thought was
simply a joke. Stacie explains that Julia called her up and offered some free dental work as a wedding gift.
Dale refuses again, which prompts Julia to pull out an iPad filled with risque photos of Dale and Julia taken by
Julia while Dale was unconscious. She threatens to show the images to Stacie unless Dale has sex with her.
Dale escapes her office yet again. The following evening, the three meet at a run-down motel room. Dale has
gone on Craigslist and hired a "Wet Work" specialist on the men-seeking-men section. The Wetwork Man
Ioan Gruffudd pulls his car into the parking lot. He is well dressed, drives an expensive European sports car,
and speaks in an English accent. The Wetwork Man enters the motel room and after a moment of confusion,
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explains that he is no assassin, but rather a gigolo for fetishists and that "Wetwork" is a code-name for a man
who urinates on other men for arousal. The three pay the man for his time, but not his services, and flee the
motel. Kurt asks for directions to the most dangerous part of town. Gregory leads them to a dangerous
neighborhood, where they find a bar full of thugs and gang-members. Kurt asks the bartender if he knows any
killers-for-hire. The three withdraw all of their collective savings and meet Jones the next night, and are ready
to give him the addresses of their bosses. The three are clearly upset and want their money back, but they feel
threatened by Jones, and accept the arrangement. Jones gives them a few tips on killing their bosses: The
following day Nick feigns illness by throwing up in a trash can in the middle of the office. Harken, disgusted
by Nick, tells him to finish his work at home and to have it ready for Monday morning. As Bobby leaves, the
three sneak in. Despite telling one another to leave zero impact in the house, the three make a mess. Inside,
Nick and Kurt look for anything they can use to kill Harken but only find that he has a thing for cats and that
his wife Julie Bowen is much younger and more attractive than Harken, which excites the always-horny Kurt.
Unbeknownst to him, Harken is taking his nightly jog around the neighborhood. Dale tosses his peanut butter
and jelly wrapper out the window. Harken lifts it up and shouts obscenities at Dale, but soon inhales a few
peanut particles and goes into anaphylactic shock. Dale drives off, tracks down Nick and Kurt and the three
escape, now knowing that Harken has a severe peanut allergy: The following day, the three head to the
supermarket. Afterward the three head in three separate directions. Kurt watches as Julia drives home and
seductively undresses in her front window. She eats various sexually suggestive foods before inviting the
woman-crazy Kurt into her home where the two have sex. Nick watches as Bobby exits his home with a
couple of hookers. Inside his mansion Harken searches for residue of any man that might have been in his
room with his wife. Nick and Dale witness the killing and are freaking out. Shortly after Harken leaves, Nick
peels out in his Prius and blows through a couple red traffic lights and is photographed by traffic light
cameras. The three head back to their hangout. Nick and Dale are freaking out while Kurt is happy and
content. Nick explains that Harken killed Bobby for them, while Kurt explains that he slept with Julia. At the
police station, the interviewing officers ask why Nick was photographed fleeing a crime scene at such a high
rate of speed. Nick fibs, saying that he was drag-racing. Kurt drives them back to his apartment and are
shocked to see two patrol cars parked in front of it; the cops ran the DNA evidence and now there must be a
warrant out for his arrest. Finding no other recourse, the three return to see "Motherfucker" Jones. Jones
breaks down, revealing that he did not go to jail for murder, but rather for video-taping "Snow Falling on
Cedars" in a movie theater ten years earlier. Despite no longer having credibility, Jones tells them to get
Harken to confess to the crime and to record it. The three agree that this is the best course of action. The three
make their way into the crowd and wait for Harken to arrive. Harken arrives soon thereafter and is annoyed by
the surprise birthday party. In his home office, Nick and Dale confront the psychopath Harken. Harken walks
over to his safe, takes out his revolver and tells them that he will kill them next. Harken jumps into his SUV
and heads after them. Gregory calls the police, making the three freak-out. Hearing this, Gregory remote-shuts
off the car, explaining that he is required by law to not aid fleeing fugitives. Harken steps out, with his gun
drawn, and orders the three to get out of the car. He shoots himself in the leg, wipes his prints and tosses the
gun to Dale, who stupidly catches it bare-handed and waits for the police to arrive. Once they arrive Dale
drops the gun and Harken tells his falsified story to the same arresting officers as before. He pulls it out and
plays it aloud for all to listen. Harken laughs it off, telling the officers to arrest them as there is no confession.
Harken is soon cuffed, along with the others, and is dragged to jail. In the epilogue, Harken has just been
sentenced to to-life in prison. He playfully jokes with her, asking when her due date is, causing her to ask
"Due Date? She immediately pulls the patients pants down and is about to do more when the patient begins to
giggle. The patient pulls back the oxygen mask revealing himself to be Kenny Sommerfeld, who is delighted
to be making a buck in such a naughty situation. More so Dale has Julia look out the window where she sees
video-pirate "Motherfucker" Jones video-taping her encounter. Dale blackmails Julia, explaining that in
exchange for keeping the video secret he will require an all-expenses paid two week honeymoon vacation and
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no more sexual advances in the office.
Chapter 3 : Kathryn Ross | Open Library
Read BLACKMAILED BY THE BOSS pdf ebook epub or get BLACKMAILED BY THE BOSS audiobook for competitive
price and good reviews, grab it from our partner store.

Chapter 4 : 5 Amazingly Generous Bosses Who Will Inspire You
35 Gifts That Will Wow Your Boss. Refinery See All Slides. Begin Slideshow. If the new phrase for the office BFF is the
"work wife," then is a good boss or mentor your "work mom" or "work dad.

Chapter 5 : Greek Tycoons | Awards | LibraryThing
Two heroines who never expected to fall for their bosses. Two mistresses expecting a bundle of joy. Get these four
stories of forbidden passion and surprise pregnancy from Harlequin Presents Extra in the Irresistible Bosses &
Expectant Mistresses Bundle!

Chapter 6 : The Blackmailed Bridegroom by Miranda Lee
What makes a good boss? Strong leadership skills, charisma, compassion and the ability to inspire are all important
qualities for bosses to have â€” and, of course, generosity. Good bosses know.

Chapter 7 : Affairs with your Boss - Segal Psychotherapy Blog
The Blackmailed Bridegroom is Miranda Lee's 52nd romance novel. The man in question is Antonio Scarlatti, initially the
efficient PA to wealthy Film & TV entrepreneur Conrad Fortune, now in line to become the CEO of Fortune Enterprises.

Chapter 8 : BLACKMAILED BY THE BOSS by Kathryn Ross - ZRR O Books : EPUB PDF Library
Nick works in a financial firm for Dave Harken, who after suggesting to Nick that he is in line for a major promotion, ends
up awarding the position to himself. Dale is a dental assistant and is engaged, but his boss, Dr. Julia Harris, threatens to
tell his fiancee that they had sex unless he actually agrees to have sex with her.
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